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 The commercial coastal logbook program collects data from commercial 
vessels in the Gulf of Mexico and throughout the Atlantic

 Commercial fishermen holding Gulf reef fish and Coastal Migratory 
Pelagic permits are required to fill out a coastal paper logbook within 7 
days of completing a fishing trip and mail the logbook to SEFSC

 A subset (20%) of commercial coastal logbook participants are selected 
by SEFSC to also fill out an economic or discard survey for a year
 Mailed out separately from coastal logbook
 Mandatory to complete if selected



 The SEFSC is interested in transitioning to electronic reporting of 
logbooks rather than continuing the current submission process 
of mailing a paper logbook (Council passed a motion Feb 2013)

 SEFSC has proposed moving towards an electronic platform
 In cooperation with the Atlantic Coastal Cooperative Statistics Program (ACCSP) 

through eTrips

 Moving towards electronic submission supported by Reef Fish and 
CMP APs of survey as is
 Any transition toward set-level reporting suggested holding workshops



 In the South Atlantic modifications to the program affect the Snapper-
Grouper, Dolphin/Wahoo, and Coastal Migratory Pelagic FMPs
 The Coastal Migratory Pelagic FMP is cooperatively managed between the two 

Councils = A joint document is required for implementation of reporting changes

 At its June 2022 meeting, the South Atlantic Fishery Management 
Council made a motion to work on a joint document with the Gulf 
Council to implement the electronic submission for the commercial 
coastal logbook

 The South Atlantic Dolphin/Wahoo FMP does not have a consideration 
for using an abbreviated document for reporting changes in its 
framework procedures

 A joint Plan Amendment to each affected FMP would satisfy 
requirements for policy document development



 The purpose is to modify reporting for commercial fishing 
vessels issued South Atlantic or Gulf of Mexico permits and 
currently reporting through the Southeast Coastal Logbook 
program (Gulf Reef Fish, South Atlantic Snapper-Grouper, 
Atlantic Dolphin and Wahoo, and Coastal Migratory Pelagic 
Resources of the Gulf and Atlantic), to require that the reports 
be submitted electronically.

 The need is to improve the timeliness and efficiency of the 
commercial logbook data collection and management 
program, which will improve monitoring and compliance of 
federally permitted commercial vessels participating in the 
Southeast Coastal Logbook program.





 Commercial logbook data fields will need to be added to the 
logbook so that electronic submission will be compatible to 
ACCSP’s database
 See “Background” Spreadsheet (Tab F, No. 5b)
 The data will then be made available to SEFSC from ACCSP
 Timing for reporting will be unchanged (7 days)

 Voluntary (unless selected by SEFSC) portions of the 
commercial electronic program (economic and discard 
surveys)
 The economic survey will have some additional data fields to be compatible with 

ACCSP’s database (See Tab F, No. 5b)
 Discards will be reported when completing the commercial logbook
 These two surveys will still remain voluntary unless selected



Why are there a few added data fields?
 In an effort to streamline data collection across the federal and state agencies, 

NMFS has established these as required, by the very nature of NMFS' role as an 
ACCSP partner. In general, the additional fields either collect the same 
information, but in a different way than on paper (gutted vs whole weight), or ask 
for a better estimate of the trip duration or characteristic (end/start port or trip end 
time). Changes to these fields would require the entire ACCSP committee 
agreeing to changes or a decision by NMFS to not use ACCSP as a catcher’s 
mitt or vendor (we do not currently have the resources to do this without ACCSP, 
although capabilities are being built for down the road working with GARFO).

 For more questions related to program modification see “Background: List of 
Questions from the IPT (Tab F, No. 5c)



 Rough draft of document Chapter 1 is being developed
 Document (Tab F, No. 5d)

 South Atlantic Council meets Sept. 12-17, 2022

 Convene the Reef Fish and CMP APs in fall 2022
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